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And who are you?  

www.europa-instituut.nl
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What are we going to do?  
Tuesday 27 March

Introduction programme, trainer and participants

What are negotiations? Maximizing the interests of all parties: the Harvard Method

Exercise; the importance of a clear mandate: synergy vs. synthese

Composing your mandate: agenda setting and level playing field

Bilateral negotiations: exercise and theory + individual assignment

Minilateral negotiations: a clear instruction for the President of the EP

Wednesday 28 March

Management of multilateral negotiations: practical tips

Introduction of the multilateral simulation

Individual preparations

“Tour du Table” and opening of the negotiations

Several negotiation rounds, formal and informal

Several negotiation rounds, formal and informal (continued) and drawing the conclusions

Feedback on process and content, Individual assignment about effective negotiations



To be (a MS) or not to be…….? 

Main differences between MS and non MS with regard to (EU) negotiations?
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What are negotiations? 

Cooperation negotiations fighting

Which two factors influence negotiations?



What are (accession) negotiations? 

↗↗ Interests

Cooperation negotiations fighting

Relationship ↘↘



The Thomas-Kilman model 



Getting to YES! Exercise……..

Definition of EU negotiations……………? Oral & written definitons!

From bilateral towards multilateral negotions

Half of the group takes a definition in mind, the others write down a definition

Your mandate: 

Combine & Combine………………………..
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Getting to YES! exercise…..

Methods of negotiations……………

Synthesis: all ideas are taken into account, 

combine all texts
(dis)advantages: + content, - process

Synergy: creativity, “clean sheet of paper”
(dis)advantages: + process, - content

Definition? To give something in order to get something

The link with Brussels?



Similarities with negotiations

1. Start with an individual (national) mandate

2. Then: bilateral situation (neighbour/opponent/supporter)

3. Even more complicated: multilateral situation

4. Decision making? Normal majority? QMV? Unanimity?

5. Procedures (to speak for example)?

6. Plenary meeting or with delegations?

7. Chair?

8. Taking notes?

9. Final outcome: compromise text

10. Etc.



Getting to YES: count the F’s

FEATURE FILMS ARE THE RESULT OF YEARS

OF SCIENTIFIC STUDY COMBINED WITH THE 

EXPERIENCE OF YEARS



Getting to YES: how many F’s?
The importance of a clear mandate. Do we have a common 
understanding?

• F

• FF

• FFF

• FFFF

• FFFFF

• FFFFFF

• FFFFFFF

• FFFFFFFF

• FFFFFFFFF



The importance of a clear mandate
How do prepare yourself, your team?

Is it not all about preparations? F.e.:

• Analysis of the level playing field, other parties(potential support)?

• Do you collect any information at forehand?

• Do you have a written mandate (with alternatives, fall back options)

• Do you involve your Permanent Representation/Embassy?

• Preparations: individual/team?

• What are crucial issues?

• Do you have contact with the other players?

• What is the composition of your team?

• What are the dominant communication/

negotiation styles in your team (questionnaire) today)

• Do you share the results?

• Do you evaluate?



Composing a convincing mandate…….

Your Minister of Economic Affairs has composed, together with the

Minister of Finances, a special working group that will prepare a request

for the IMF for additional financial support. This additional financial 

support is urgently needed to stimulate economic growth in your country 

and to modernize public administration. It is estimated that to realize

these reforms a loan of minimal 3 billion USD is needed. To be eligble for

this loan, you need not only to convince the IMF, but also other parties

like the EU member states and the Commission (who provided loans in 

the past and are preparing a new loan as well).



Prepare your strategy

Design in 4 subgroups a negotiation strategy/action plan. Use the 

information of today and your own expertise. How are you going to 

negotiate with the IMF? What are convincing arguments? What are you 

going to implement wit the loan? What are important parties to approach? 

Prepare a short instruction on paper (half A4, readable!) 



(Not your own) mandate?

Mandate

Clear instructions? Deliverables? Alternatives? Outcome? Room to 

manouvre? Package deals? Product of the meeting? Solution?

Agenda setting

Your priorities and priorities other parties? Level playing field (enemies 

and supporters)? Involvement institutions/countries? Communication (at 

forehand and during)? Expertise? Most important: check (lack of) 

potential support at forehand! 



Getting to YES: the van of the Embassy

Bilateral negotiations: the van of the Embassy

Do NOT read the instruction of the other party

Bidding is on price ONLY!

Please write down your first bidding, second one etc.



Cooperation vs. Competition?

The challenges of the negotiator

Two opposing strategies:

Through cooperation the negotiator helps everybody reach a deal and 

jointly create greater value (value creation)

Through competition the negotiator secures a better share of this value 

for himself (value distribution)

The “negotiator’s dilemma”

The tougher the negotiator, greater probability of getting the better share, 

but lesser probability of striking a deal

The softer the negotiator, greater probability of getting a deal, lesser 

probability of getting a fair share



Getting to YES: the van of the Embassy

Basic Negotiation Typology

Distributive Bargaining (“Fighting”, own result)

Integrative Bargaining (“co-operation”, group result)



Getting to YES: the van of the Embassy
Contractzone

Zero-Sum Negotiations

Conditions and skills for success

Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA)
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Getting to YES: the van of the Embassy

Buyer 15

________________________________________________►

◄________________________________________________

10 Seller

Contractzone (=5000)



Conditions for success?
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Conditions for success?

2 or more parties involved

Common interests

Conflicting interests

Mutual dependency

Power balance not too different

Continuity in the relationship

Time pressure
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Skills for success?
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Skills for succes?

What are skills for successful negotiations?

Empathy

Listening and summarizing

Convincing power

Confronting

Cooperation

Fighting

Interventions the other way round!

f.e. fighting vs cooperation



Getting to YES: BATNA

How to know your Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement?

- Information (what has been decided before)

- Alternatives?

- Knowledge of the market/surrounding?

- Realistic?

- Common interest?

How to be effective?

- Reliable information

- Written mandate (with alternatives etc.)

- Concession management?

- First bidding?

- “ Theatre”



Getting to YES: (different) phases

1. Gathering information (topics, players)

2. Prepare information (topics, level playing field, mandate, team)

3. Start: introduction

4. “Tour du table”, opening round, exchange of positions

5. Opening of the negotiations

6. Stand still, blockade

7. Revitalizing of the negotiations

8. Compromising

9. Conclusions and summary

10. Evaluation

Be aware in which phase you are (f.e. 6 vs 8)



Getting to YES: individual assignment
Communication:-assessment exercise

At forehand: what is your dominant (communication) style?

Action, procedures-, idea-, people-orientated?

Select in each pair of attributes the one which is most typical of your 

personality. No pair is an either-or proposal. Make your choice as 

spontaneously as possible. 

There is no wrong answer!



Getting to YES: individual assignment

Four different styles, each with its advantages and disadvantages.

In general you will easily find out what the dominant style of your opponent is.

F.e. if your opponent starts with saying “I have only 30 minutes”, you know that

he/she is probably action orientated. If the meeting starts with the question

“where is the agenda and the notes from the previous meeting”, then you know

he/she is probably process/procedures orientated.

How would you deal with the four styles:

Action?

Process?

Idea?

People?



Getting to YES: individual assignment 

1A

Communication with an action (A) oriented person. They are:

- Pragmatic (down to earth)

- Direct (to the point)

- Impatient

- Decisive

- Quick (jump from one idea to another)

- Energetic (challenge others)



Getting to YES: individual assignment 

1B

Communication with an action (A) oriented person:

Focus on the results first (state the conclusion right at the outset).

State your best recommendation (do not offer many alternatives).

Be as brief as possible.

Emphasize the practicality of your ideas.

Use visual aids.



Getting to YES: individual assignment 

2A
Communicating with a process (PR) oriented person. They are: 

- Systematic (step-by-step)

- Logical (cause and effect)

- Factual

- Unemotional

- Cautious

- Patient



Getting to YES: individual assignment 

2B

Communicating with a process (PR) oriented person: 

Be precise (State the facts).

Organize your presentation in a logical order;

* Background

* Present Situation

* Outcome

Breakdown your recommendations.

Include options (consider alternatives) with pros and cons.

Do not rush a process-oriented person.

Outline your proposal (1, 2, 3 . . .).



Getting to YES: individual assignment 

3A

Communicating with a people (PE) oriented person. They are:

- Spontaneous

- Empathetic

- Warm

- Subjective

- Emotional

- Perceptive

- Sensitive



Getting to YES: individual assignment 

3B

Communicating with a people (PE) oriented person: 

Allow for small talk (do not start the discussion right away).

Stress the relationships between your proposal and the people concerned.

Show how the idea worked well in the past.

Indicate support from well-respected people.

Use an informal writing style.



Getting to YES: individual assignment 

4A
Communicating with an idea (I) oriented person. They are: 

- Imaginative

- Charismatic

- Difficult to understand

- Ego-centered

- Unrealistic

- Creative

- Full of ideas

- Provocative



Getting to YES: individual assignment 

4B
Communicating with an idea (I) oriented person: 

Allow enough time for discussion.

Do not get impatient when he or she goes off on tangents.

In your opening, try to relate the discussed topic to a broader concept or idea 
(be conceptual).

Stress the uniqueness of the idea or topic at hand.

Emphasize future value or relate the impact of the idea or the future.

If writing to an idea oriented person, try to stress the key concepts, which 
underlie your proposal of recommendation right at the outset. Start off with 
an overall statement and work toward the more particular



O Four Values

Four Values Orientation

Action (A)
+ Result

- (too) dominant (USA)

Process (PR)
+ Procedures

- Bureaucratic (D)

Idea (I)
+ Solutions

- Unrealistic (F)

People (PL)
+ relations/network

- (too) personal (I, TR)



Getting to YES: team composition!

Team composition:

Knowing your own dominant style and that of the other team members, implies 

that you never ever compose a team with only one dominant style.

The “winning team” should have representatives of all styles!

Why?



Distribution individual country instruction for the simulation tomorrow 

Please read the introduction and your individual instruction carefully!


